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Abstract
From the intrinsic notion of normal subobject and abelian object in a protomodular category,
the notion of abelian groupoid in a category E is introduced. A co1bration d1, the direction
functor, is built up from the category of aspherical abelian groupoid in E to the category of
abelian groups in E. The 1bres of d1 are automatically endowed with a symmetric tensor product.
The associated abelian group structure on the set of connected components of the 1bre above
the internal abelian group A realizes the second cohomology group H 2(E; A). c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18D05; 08B05; 18G30
The aim of this paper is to introduce the notion of abelian groupoid as a natural tool
to realize the second cohomology group H 2(E; A), where A is an abelian group in a
left exact and Barr exact category E. This notion actually derives from the general and
intrinsic notion of normal subobject in a protomodular category [5]. Indeed there is, in
this kind of category C, a natural notion of normal subobject since, when a subobject
X ′ of an object X is an equivalence class of an equivalence relation R on X , what
we de1ned as “X ′ normal to R”, then this relation R is unique up to isomorphism.
Consequently the equivalence relations are characterized by any of their equivalence
class, and “to be normal” becomes a property for a given monomorphism in C, as
it is the case in the category Gp of groups. Now an object X in C has its diagonal
s0 :X → X×X normal if and only if it is endowed with a (unique possible) autonomous
Mal’cev operation [5]. Accordingly such an object is called abelian as in the case of
Mal’cev varieties [11].
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If we consider the category GrdE of internal groupoids in E, and the 1bration
( )0 : GrdE→ E associating with any internal groupoid its object of objects, then not
only the 1bre Grd1 E above the terminal object 1, which is nothing but the category
GpE of the internal groups in E, is protomodular, but still any 1bre GrdX E [3] above
an object X . It is consequently natural to investigate what are the normal subobjects
and the abelian objects in these 1bres, and this is all the more interesting since this
gives the opportunity to make explicit this notion of normal subobject in categories
without zero object, see Theorem 3. Finally a groupoid is abelian when the (locally
de1ned) Mal’cev operation on triple of parallel arrows de1ned by p(f; g; h)= hg−1f
is functorial, or equivalently when, for every object Z , the group AutZ of endomaps
at Z is abelian.
The connection with the second cohomology group comes from another observation
given in [4]: when a category E is left exact and Barr exact, then there is a direction
functor d : AutMEg → AbE from the category of autonomous Mal’cev operations on
objects with global support in E to the category of abelian groups in E which is
actually a co1bration whose 1bres are automatically endowed with a closed monoidal
structure and which makes the 1bre d−1A equivalent to the category of A-torsors, in
such a way that the 1rst cohomology group H 1(E; A) is realized by the set of connected
components of d−1A.
Now, with any connected abelian groupoid X1 belonging to the 1bre GrdX E, the
previous direction functor associates an abelian group d(X1) in GrdX E since, as we
saw, any abelian groupoid is endowed with an autonomous Mal’cev operation. When
furthermore its object of objects X0 has a global support (X1 aspherical), then this
direction can be shown to be a mere abelian group in E. Whence a direction func-
tor d1 : AbGrdEg → AbE from the category of aspherical abelian groupoids in E to
the category of abelian groups in E. It is again, and this is our main result, a co1-
bration whose 1bres are automatically endowed with a symmetric monoidal structure.
We claim, but this will be detailed in a subsequent paper, that the set of connected
components of the 1bre d−11 (A) is, owing to this tensor product, a realization of the
abelian group H 2(E; A). Finally a link is given with the classical Eilenberg–MacLane
cohomology, i.e. when E is a slice category of the form Gp=Q, with Q a 1xed group.
1. Abelian groupoids
1.1. Brief recall about internal groupoids
We shall momentarily consider E only left exact. The most synthetic way to de1ne
an internal groupoid in E is probably to give a diagram in E:
d0←−−−−− d0←−−−−−
X0 −−−−−→
s0
X1 ←−−−−−
d1
X2
←−−−−−
d1
←−−−−−
d2
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where the pair (d0; d1) :X2 → X1 is the kernel pair of d0 :X1 → X0 and such that all
the simplicial identities hold when it is completed by the kernel pair of d0 :X2 → X1,
see [2]. The whole diagram will be denoted by X 1. An internal functor is just a natural
transformation between such diagrams.
Let GrdE denote the category of internal groupoids in E and ( )0 : GrdE→ E the
forgetful functor associating X0 with X 1. It has a fully faithful right adjoint gr which
associates with any object X the coarse equivalence relation gr X and a left adjoint
which associates with X the discrete equivalence relation disX . The functor ( )0 is a
1bration.
Proposition 1. Considering a commutative square in GrdE; with the horizontal arrows
cartesian and the vertical ones in the 8bres of ( )0 (it is then necessarily a pullback):
X 1
f
1−−−−−→ Y1
h1












g
1
X ′1 −−−−−→
f′
1
Y ′1
if g
1
is split by  
1
and f′
1
by 1; then the pair (’1; 1) of induced splittings of h1
and f
1
is jointly strongly epic.
Proof. This means that any monomorphism m1 :X
′
1 → X 1 whose pullbacks along
’
1
and 1 are isomorphisms, is itself an isomorphism. The proof is straightforward
when E=Sets since the functors f
1
and f′
1
become ordinary equivalences between
groupoids. Then the Yoneda embedding extends the result to any category E.
1.2. Abelian groupoids
A category C is protomodular [3] when it admits pullbacks of split epimorphism
along any map and is such that when the following commutative squares 1 and
1 + 2 of (vertical) split epimorphisms are pullbacks, then the square 2 is also a
pullback.
−−−−−→ −−−−−→






1






2






−−−−−→ −−−−−→
The paradigmatic example of protomodular category is the category Gp of groups,
since the previous condition, in presence of a zero object, is actually equivalent to the
split short 1ve lemma. We recalled in the introduction that any 1bre GrdX E is also
protomodular [3].
On the other hand, let us recall [5] that a monomorphism m :X ′ → X in any category
E is said normal to an equivalence relation R when, in GrdE (i.e. identifying the
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equivalence relation R as a groupoid), the cartesian map m1 :R
′ → R above m with
respect to the 1bration ()0 is such that:
(1) R′ is the coarse equivalence relation gr X ′,
(2) m1 is a discrete 1bration, i.e. the following square is a pullback in E:
X ′ × X ′ m1−−−−−→ R
p0












d0
X ′ −−−−−−−→
m
X
This means that X ′ is an equivalence class of R. When E=C is protomodular and m
is normal to R, this R is unique up to isomorphism, and to be normal, in C, becomes
a property for m [5]. In particular, an object X of C is said abelian when the diagonal
s0 :X → X × X is normal. It is the case if and only if this object is endowed with an
(unique possible) autonomous Mal’cev operation [5]. Therefore an internal group in C
is necessarily an abelian object. Conversely an abelian object X is an internal group
as soon as a map 1→ X is speci1ed.
We are now going to characterise the normal monomorphisms and the abelian objects
in the protomodular 1bres GrdX E. We shall begin by the case E=Sets and simply
denote Grd(Sets) by Grd. Let X 1 and Y 1 be two groupoids having the same set of
objects X , then the product in the 1bre Grd X is nothing but the following pullback
in Grd:
X 1 ×0 Y 1 −−−−−→ X 1











Y 1 −−−−−−−→ gr X
In particular the product X 1 ×0 X 1 has X as set of objects and the parallel pairs
of morphisms of X 1 as morphisms. Now let m1 :X
′
1 → X 1 be a monomorphism in
GrdX .
Denition 1. We shall denote by m1 the following subgraph of the graph underlying
to the groupoid X 1×0X 1: it has X as set of vertices, and a parallel pair (f; g) between
two elements Y and Z of X determines the arrow in m1 if and only if the map f
−1g
belongs to X ′1.
Proposition 2. The graph m1 determines an equivalence relation; internal to the
category Grh of re=exive graphs; on the graph underlying to the groupoid X 1. The
monomorphism of graphs underlying m1 :X
′
1→X 1 is normal to the equi-
valence relation m1 in the 8bre GrhX of the graphs having X as set
of vertices.
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Proof. The 1rst statement is straightforward by setting fRg if and only if f−1g is in
X ′1. Moreover the two following squares are clearly pullbacks in the category Grh:
X ′1 ×0 X ′1 −−−−−→ m1
id












[d0 ;d1]
X ′1 ×0 X ′1 −−−−−→m1×0m1 X 1 ×0 X 1
X ′1 ×0 X ′1 −−−−−→ m1
p0












d0
X ′1 −−−−−−−−→m1 X 1
Whence the following characterisation of normal monomorphisms in the protomod-
ular category GrdX :
Theorem 3. The three following conditions are equivalent:
(1) m1 is normal in the protomodular category GrdX ;
(2) the graph m1 is actually a subgroupoid of X 1x0X 1; i.e. lies in GrdX ;
(3) for every endomap ’ :Z → Z in X ′1 and every map f :Y → Z in X 1 the endomap
f−1’f is in X ′1.
Proof. 3⇒ 2: Let (f; g) :X → Y and (p; q) :Y → Z be parallel pairs in X 1 such that
f−1g and p−1q are in X ′1. Then (pf)
−1(qg)=f−1p−1qg=(f−1g)g−1(p−1q)g. Thus
following (3), (pf)−1(qg) is in X ′1, and m1 is actually a groupoid.
2⇒ 1: The forgetful functor U : Grd → Grh is left exact and reLects isomorphisms.
Consequently, when m1 is a groupoid, the two previous pullbacks lie in Grd and m1
is normal to m1 in GrdX .
1 ⇒ 3: Let us suppose m1 normal to a (necessarily unique) equivalence relation S
on X in GrdX . This means that
(1) for any parallel pair (f; g) in X ′1 we have f S g;
(2) for any map f in X ′1, the relation f S g implies g in X
′
1.
Therefore for any endomap ’ :Z → Z in X 1, we have ’ in X ′1 if and only if 1Z S ’.
When f :Y → Z is in X 1, we have always f S f and f−1 S f−1. But S being a
(relation on a) groupoid, we have: (f−11Zf)S (f−1’f), and thus 1Z S f−1’f, which
means f−1’f in X ′1. From the unicity property coming from the protomodularity,
certainly S is m1.
Remark. (1) This result implies of course that the group AutZ X ′1 of endomaps
’ :Z → Z in X ′1 is a normal subgroup of the group AutZ X 1 of endomaps ’ :Z → Z
in X 1.
(2) It also gives the opportunity to make explicit the description of what is a normal
subobject in a category E without a zero object. Then some apparently paradoxical situ-
ation can emerge. You can have two normal subobjects to the same equivalence relation
(i.e. two equivalence classes of the same equivalence relation), having a nonempty in-
tersection (i.e. distinct from the initial object), which however are not equal: consider,
in any category E, the terminal object 1, then any of its subobjects is normal to the
discrete equivalence relation on 1. Thus any pair of subobjects of the terminal object
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1 which have a nonempty intersection realizes this paradoxical situation. The paradox
disappears in a regular category E, and the equality can be restored when moreover
the nonempty intersection has the same support as the two subobjects in question, see
[5, Proposition 5].
(3) When the base protomodular category E is quasipointed, i.e. when the map 0→
1 is a monomorphism, as it is the case for the category GrdX , then any equivalence
relation R on an object X of E determines a canonical representative normal subobject
X ′ → X with X ′ above 0.
Let us give now the characterisation of abelian groupoids:
Theorem 4. The following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) The groupoid X 1 is abelian (i.e. the diagonal s0 :X 1 → X 1 ×0 X 1 is normal in
GrdX )
(2) the map p :X 1 ×0 X 1 ×0 X 1 → X 1 in Grh de8ned by: p(f; g; h)= hg−1f is
functorial; i.e. lies in Grd;
(3) for every object Z in X 1; the group AutZ X 1 of endomaps at Z is abelian.
Proof. Condition (2) here is just a speci1cation of condition (2) of the previous propo-
sition to the diagonal s0 :X 1 → X 1 ×0 X 1. It makes explicit in this context how, in
a protomodular category, the normality of the diagonal produces a Mal’cev operation,
see [5].
Condition (3) of Proposition 3 is translated here in the following way: for all en-
domap ’ :Z → Z and all parallel pair (f; g) :Y → Z , we have f−1’f= g−1’g. This
means that for any map f :Y → Z the group homomorphism induced by this map
f : AutZ X 1 → AutY X 1 is the same. Now this translation is equivalent to (3).
The case E=SetsC is easily reduced by the observation that Grd(SetsC)=GrdC and
the following straightforward result:
Proposition 5. A natural transformation m1 :G1 → G′1 is normal in GrdC if and only
if; for any object X in C; the functor m(X ) :G(X )→ G′(X ) is normal in Grd.
Now let us consider any category E. The Yoneda embedding Y : E→ SetsEop extends
to an embedding (still denoted by) Y : GrdE→ GrdEop . It is not hard to get:
Theorem 6. The Yoneda embedding Y : GrdE → GrdEop preserves and re=ects the
normal monomorphisms.
Theorems 3 and 6 allow to characterize the normal subobjects in the 1bres GrdX E.
Note that, when the category E is left exact, then, moreover, the graph m1 is
clearly representable in the category GrhE of internal graphs in E. As a corollary of
Theorems 4 and 6, we get an easy internal characterisation of the abelian groupoids
in E.
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Corollary 6. The groupoid X 1 in E is abelian if and only if the internal group Aut X 1
in the slice category E=X0 underlying the left hand vertical arrow given by the fol-
lowing pullback in GrdE is abelian:
Aut X 1 −−−−−→ X 1











disX0 −−−−−→ gr X0
Remark. As an immediate consequence, when the base category C is protomodular,
then every internal groupoid in C is abelian, and therefore the 1bres GrdX C are Natu-
rally Mal’cev [8]. This is consequently the case in the category Gp of groups. This is
also the case, for instance, in the category C=AutMEg, quoted in the introduction, of
autonomous Mal’cev operations on objects having global support quoted in the intro-
duction, provided the base category E is left exact and Barr exact. Actually, we have
more:
Proposition 7. When C is protomodular; then; in the 8bres GrdX C; every subobject
is normal.
Proof. Let m1 :X
′
1 → X 1 be any monomorphism in GrdX C. The graph m1 is in-
ternal to C and a subgraph of the groupoid X 1 ×0 X 1. But C being protomodular is
Mal’cev [5], and any subgraph of a groupoid is a groupoid. Consequently m1 is normal
(Theorems 3 and 6).
Remark. More generally, in any left exact category E, the abelian groupoids are stable
by pullbacks in GrdX E, and any subobject, in this 1bre, of an abelian groupoid is an
abelian groupoid.
We shall denote by AbGrdE the full subcategory of GrdE whose objects are the
abelian groupoids.
Proposition 8. The restriction functor: ( )0 : AbGrdE → E is still a 8bration. Any
subobject of an abelian groupoid is an abelian groupoid. The category AbGrdE is
stable by pullback inside GrdE.
Proof. The proof that when f
1
:X 1 → Y 1 is a cartesian map and Y 1 is abelian, then
X 1 is abelian is straightforward. The remainder is just a matter of decomposition of
maps through their cartesian components.
Remark. (1) As a consequence, when f
1
:X 1 → Y 1 is a discrete 1bration and Y 1 is
abelian, then X 1 is abelian since the part of f 1 which is in the 1bre is a monomor-
phism.
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(2) Each 1bre AbGrdX E above an object X of E is left exact, protomodular and
Naturally Mal’cev [8], since each object in it is endowed with a natural Mal’cev
operation.
2. The direction of connected abelian groupoids
We shall suppose from now on E left exact and Barr exact [1]. Then the 1-
bres GrdX E are still left exact and Barr exact. Moreover, given an internal functor
f
1
:X 1 → Y 1 which is a regular epimorphism in the 1bre GrdX E, then Y 1 abelian
implies X 1 abelian. As a consequence the 1bres AbGrdX E are themselves Barr exact
and any change of base functor is Barr exact. On the other hand, when f
1
is a carte-
sian regular epimorphism above a regular epimorphism f0 in E, then again Y 1 abelian
implies X 1 abelian.
Denition 2. An internal groupoid X 1 is said connected when the terminal map in the
1bre X 1 :X 1 → gr X0 is a regular epimorphism; in other words when it has a global
support in its 1bre. Clearly, when f
1
:X 1 → Y 1 is cartesian and Y 1 connected, then
X 1 is connected.
According to the general result about autonomous Mal’cev operations on objects
with global support recalled in the introduction, it can be associated with any connected
abelian groupoid X 1 a direction dX 1 which is an abelian group in its 1bre, in such a
way that the following downward square is a pullback in AbGrdX E:
X 1 ×0 X 1 −−−−−→ dX 1
p0












s0












!
X 1 −−−−−−−→ gr X0
where ! refers to the unit of the group.
On the other hand, we have also an important observation, and need to distin-
guish the category AbGrdX E of abelian objects in the 1bre GrdX E from the category
Ab(GrdX E) of internal abelian groups in the 1bre GrdX E.
Theorem 9. Given an object X in E with global support; the change of base with
respect to the functor ( )0 : GrdE→ E along the terminal map X :X → 1 produces
an equivalence of categories at the level of abelian groups:
X ∗ :Ab(Grd1 E)→ Ab(GrdX E)
Proof. Let us describe the inverse equivalence. Let: X 1 ×0 X 1
m1→X 1
!1←gr X be a (nec-
essarily abelian) group in GrdX E. Then, of course, X 1 is abelian. Let Com X 1 denote
the universal groupoid classifying the natural transformations with codomain X 1. In
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E=Sets; Com X 1 has the arrows of X 1 as objects and the commutative squares as
maps. We have two cartesian maps 0 and 1 from Com X 1 to X 1 referring to the lat-
eral edges of the natural transformation. If !1 :X×X → X1 is the map in E de1ning the
internal functor !1 at level 1, let 1 :X
§
1 → Com X 1 denote the cartesian map above !1.
This produces a cartesian equivalence relation in AbGrdE : (0; 1)= (0:1; 1:1)
on X 1 (represented by X
§
1) above the coarse relation (p0; p1) on X (represented by
X × X ) in E. We claim that X §1 is actually an abelian group in GrdXxX E, compatible
with the projections 0 and 1. The proof is straightforward in Sets and extended to
any category E by the Yonada embedding.
Since E is Barr exact, this cartesian equivalence admits a cartesian quotient [2],
denoted by A1. But X has a global support, the quotient in E of the coarse relation on
X is the terminal object 1, and thus A0 must be 1. Consequently A1 is an abelian group
object in Grd1 E, such that the following downward square is a pullback in AbGrdE:
X 1
a1−−−−−→ A1











!1












0
gr X −−−−−→ 1
This construction extends easily to a functorial one. Moreover the previous pullback
is characteristic of the whole construction owing to Proposition 1 (actually the up-
ward part of the previous square is a pushout in AbGrdE, again owing to Proposition
1). Consequently the functorial construction which associates A1 to X 1 is the inverse
equivalence to X ∗.
We now get the following corollary:
Corollary 9. Suppose X0 with global support; then a functor f 1 :X 1 → Y 1 which is
underlying an homomorphism between abelian groups in the 8bres of ( )0; produces
the same group A1; if and only if f 1 is cartesian.
Proof. If X0 has a global support, it is also the case for Y0. Now let us consider the
following diagram in AbGrd E :
X 1
f
1−−−−−→ Y 1
a1−−−−−→ A1





1






2






gr X0 −−−−−→
gr f0
gr Y0 −−−−−→ 1
When f
1
is cartesian, the square 1 is a pullback. So if the square 2 is also a pullback,
then the square 1 + 2 is a pullback, and the two groupoids have the same associated
object A1. Conversely when a1 and a
′
1 = a1f 1 determine two pullbacks, then the square
1 is a pullback and f
1
is cartesian.
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Now, given any group G in E, let us denote, as usual, by K(G; 1) the associated
groupoid which has 1 as object of objects. It is clear that the functor K(−; 1) :AbE→
Ab(Grd1 E) is an equivalence of categories. Thus when a connected groupoid X 1 such
that X0 has a global support (let us say then X 1 aspherical) is abelian, it is possible
to associate with it an abelian group d1X 1 in E such that dX 1 = gr X0 × K(d1X 1; 1).
Denition 3. We shall call d1X 1 the direction of the aspherical abelian groupoid X 1.
It is characterised by the fact that the following downward square is a pullback in
AbGrdE:
X 1 ×0 X 1 −−−−−→ K(d1X 1; 1)
p0












s0












0
X 1 −−−−−−−−−→ 1
(or equivalently by the fact that the upward square is a pushout in AbGrdE) and
it de1nes a functor d1 : AbGrdEg → AbE from the category of aspherical abelian
groupoids in E to the category of abelian groups in E.
Example. Suppose E=Sets. An aspherical groupoid X 1 is just a nonempty connected
groupoid. Suppose it is abelian, its direction is nothing else than any of the (isomorphic)
abelian groups AutZ X 1 of endomaps at Z .
3. Properties of the direction functor
The restriction functor ( )0 : AbGrdEg → Eg has still a fully faithful right adjoint
gr and is still a 1bration. Each 1bre has products, kernel pairs, pullbacks of regular
epimorphism along any map. It is Barr exact and essentially aMne [4].
Proposition 10. The functor d1 is a pseudo-co8bration; i.e. each map with domain
d1X 1 in AbE is; up to isomorphism; the image of a cocartesian map with domain X 1
in AbGrdEg. A map is cocartesian if and only if it is ( )0-invertible; it is d1-invertible
if and only if it is cartesian with respect to ( )0.
Proof. The third assertion is just Corollary 9. The proof of the 1rst statement is straigt-
forward owing to the fact that the restriction functors d1 : AbGrdX Eg → AbE are, up
to equivalence, ordinary (0-level) direction functors, which, as we recalled in the in-
troduction, are pseudo-1brations with moreover every map in AbGrdX Eg cocartesian
[4].
Corollary 10. A map in AbGrdEg which is ( )0-invertible and d1-invertible is an
isomorphism. The change of base functors with respect to ( )0 : AbGrdEg → Eg
re=ect isomorphisms.
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Proof. When a map is d1-invertible, it is ( )0-cartesian. Being moreover ( )0-invertible,
it is an isomorphism. Consider now the following commutative square with the horizon-
tal arrows cartesian and the vertical ones in the 1bres in respect to the 1bration ()0:
X 1
f
1−−−−−→ Y 1
h1












g
1
X ′1 −−−−−→
f′
1
Y ′1
Suppose h1 invertible. It is then d1-invertible, as well as the cartesian maps f 1 and
f′
1
. So g
1
is d1-invertible. Being also in a 1bre of ( )0 and thus ( )0-invertible, it is
an isomorphism.
Proposition 11. The functor d1 preserves products; terminal object and pullbacks
whenever they exist. The cocartesian maps are stable by products.
Proof. The 1rst point is a consequence of the same property for the direction functor
at the 0-level [4, Proposition 6], up to the fact that the cartesian maps are d1-invertible.
The second one comes from the fact that the ( )0-invertible maps are clearly stable by
products.
We are now in position to repeat what we did at 0-level [4]: i.e. to show that the
“1bres” of d1 are automatically endowed with a monoidal structure.
Denition 4. Let us say that the aspherical groupoid X 1 has direction A, when we have
1xed an isomorphism  :d1X 1 → A, or equivalently chosen a map a1 completing the
following pullback:
X 1 ×0 X 1
a1−−−−−→ K(A; 1)
p0












s0












0
X 1 −−−−−−−−−→ 1
A map f
1
:X 1 → X ′1 between two such objects is said in the 1bre of A, when
 ′d1f 1 =  .
More precisely let us introduce the category d1==AbE whose objects are the pairs
(X 1;  ) of the previous kind and maps the pairs (f 1; h) with f 1 :X 1 → X
′
1 and
h :A→ B a group homomorphism, satisfying  ′d1f 1 = h . The functor "1 :d1==AbE→
AbE, de1ned by "1(X 1;  )=A, is the regular co1bration associated with the pseudo-
co1bration d1 and the canonical embedding AbGrdEg → d1==AbE is an equivalence
of categories. For the sake of simplicity, we shall denote by d−11 (A) the 1bre of "1
above A.
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Theorem 12. Each 8bre is endowed with a canonical symmetric monoidal structure
with K(A; 1) as unit. Each change of base functor is strictly monoidal. This monoidal
structure is no more closed; as at the 0-level. However for any object X 1; there is an
object X 1 \K(A; 1) with a pair of maps in the 8bre d−11 (A) :
X 1 \ K(A; 1)⊗ X 1 ← gr X0 × K(A; 1)→ K(A; 1)
which makes the set of connected components of d−11 (A) an abelian group.
Proof. The 1rst and second statements are a general consequence of the fact that the
co1bration "1 preserves terminal object and product, and is such that cocartesian maps
are stable by product, see [4]. The tensor product (X 1; #) ⊗ (Y 1;  ) is then given by
the codomain of a chosen cocartesian map $(X 1; Y 1) :X 1 × Y 1 → X 1 ⊗ Y 1 above the
map: +:#×  :
d1X 1 × d1Y 1 → A× A→ A:
We denote by #⊗  the induced isomorphism: d1(X 1 ⊗ Y 1)→ A satisfying
#⊗  d1($(X 1; Y 1))= + :#×  :
The unit of this tensor product is clearly K(A; 1). The monoidal structure is no more
closed since the terminal map and the diagonals are no more cocartesian as it is the
case at the 0-level [4]. However we can still de1ne (X 1; #) \ (Y 1;  ) by means of
the codomain of a cocartesian map above the map: (p1 − p0):#×  :d1X 1 × d1Y 1 →
A× A→ A. The general result at the 0-level applied in the 1bre of X 1 determines an
isomorphism %1 in d−11 (A):
gr X0 × K(A; 1)→ (X 1 \ gr X0 × K(A; 1))⊗ X 1
whence the following pair of maps in d−11 (A):
K(A; 1)←gr X0 × K(A; 1)→(X 1\gr X0 × K(A; 1))⊗ X 1→(X 1 \ K(A; 1))⊗ X 1:
4. A link with the Eilenberg–Mac Lane cohomology
Let Q be a group and let us consider now the slice category E=Gp=Q whose object
are the group homomorphism with codomain Q and maps the commutative triangles
above Q. The category Eg of objects with global support is then the full subcategory
of E whose objects are the surjective homomorphisms h :G → Q. The category AbE
of internal abelian groups is well known to be equivalent to the category Q-Mod of
Q-modules via the construction of the semi-direct product.
On the other hand, this category E as a slice category of the category Gp, is pro-
tomodular. Consequently there is, as we have seen, at most one Mal’cev operation on
a given object X , this operation is necessarily autonomous, and in this case the object
X is called abelian. Thus to be abelian (or to have a Mal’cev operation) becomes a
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property. An object h :G → Q in E=Gp=Q is abelian if and only if its kernel ker h in
the category Gp is abelian. The category AutMEg of autonomous Mal’cev operations
on objects with global support is therefore the category AbextQ whose objects are the
surjective homomorphisms with codomain Q and with abelian kernel. The direction
functor d : AbextQ → Q-Mod is nothing else than the classical associated Q-module
structure on the abelian kernel. So, given (A; ’) a Q-module, the 1bre d−1(A; ’) is
just the groupoid OPEXT(Q; A; ’) of Eilenberg–Mac Lane, and the monoidal structure
on it the one given by the Baer sum [9,10].
Now let us come back momentarily to the general case of any left exact and Barr
exact category E. The category AutME being Naturally Mal’cev, an internal groupoid
is just a reLexive graph according to the Lawvere condition [8]. Thus a groupoid is just
a morphism between (d0; s0) and (p0; s0) in the category PtE[X ] of split epimorphisms
with codomain X :
But moreover AutMEg is essentially aMne [4] and consequently the change of base
functor X ∗ : PtE[1]→ PtE[X ] along the terminal map is an equivalence of categories.
Therefore an internal groupoid X 1 in AutMEg is completely determined, pushing out
the previous triangle along X , by a group homomorphism p :B → dX in AbE. The
groupoid X 1 is connected if and only if p is a regular epimorphism, and the direction
d1X 1 of an aspherical abelian groupoid is just given by A=kerp.
Accordingly, coming back to E=Gp=Q, an internal groupoid in E is equivalent to a
null sequence: B
g→G h→Q with (B;  ) a Q-module and the factorization of g :B→ ker h
a morphism of Q-modules. It is aspherical with direction (A; ’) when moreover it
determines an exact sequence of groups: 0 → A k→B g→G h→Q → 0 with k : (A; ’) →
(B;  ) a morphism of Q-modules. This realization of the Eilenberg–Mac Lane group
Opext2(Q; A; ’) by isomorphic classes of such exact sequences is thus slightly stricter
than the one given in [6,7] in terms of crossed complexes. This can be explained, fol-
lowing the general resolution of [2], by the fact that in any left exact and Barr exact
category, any internal functor can be factorized through a discrete 1bration. Thus any
functor #1 :X 1 → K(A; 1) in GrdE (corresponding to a crossed complexes) produces
a discrete 1bration q
1
:Y 1 → K(A; 1) which makes, as we noticed in the remark fol-
lowing Proposition 8, Y 1 an abelian groupoid. This is this discrete 1bration q1 which
corresponds to the kind of exact sequence we just described here.
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